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Strategies & Tactics for the Finz Multistate Method features more than 1100 multiple-choice
questions and answers, with over 140 questions for each topic. Every question is written in the
Multistate Bar Exam style and complies with the latest MBE formats. Since they are original and
not actual released exam questions, these questions are unavailable anywhere else. An in-depth
guide, "Strategies & Tactics--Playing the MBE Game to Win," shows students how to handle
MBE and MBE-style multiple-choice questions. Detailed answers explain the correct choice and
show why the others fall short. Strategies & Tactics for the Finz Multistate Method comes with a
complete 200-question MBE-style practice exam.The revised Third Edition has been thoroughly
updated to reflect the latest MBE formats and presents 75 brand new original
questions.Features:more than 1100 multiple-choice questions and answers over 140 questions
for each topicevery question written in the Multistate Bar Exam style and complies with the latest
MBE formatsquestions are unavailable anywhere else author-generated but are not released
exam questionsStrategies & Tactics--Playing the MBE Game to Win, an in-depth guide on
handling MBE and MBE-style multiple-choice questionsdetailed answers that explain the correct
choice and why the others are incorrectcomplete 200-question MBE-style practice examThe
revised Third Edition presents:75 brand new original questions

About the AuthorSteven and Iris Finz are the authors of "The Best Sex I Ever Had", "What Turns
Us On", "Erotic Confessions", "Unspoken Desires" and "Secret Sex". They live together in Sea
Ranch, California.
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andrea2017, “Helped me on finals....... Finz has won me over in his lectures and his study aides
for school. I didn't get an A in the classes I wanted but I still feel his book helped me do well
enough to pass my finals and at the end of the day, bare bones thats the priority. I will continue
to use his study aides.”

Christopher B., “Better than a leading bar review course. One of the best supplements to your
regular bar review regimen. Explanations are direct rather than overly verbose, unlike another
leading bar review course that spends more time trying to convince you of their brilliance than
imparting substantive information.”

NRG, “A great book for use while one is in law school. A great book for use while one is in law
school. If using this book to prepare for the bar exam, please note that this book does not have
Federal Civil Procedure which is tested on the MBE.”

Pregnant lady, “Great. Just as described. Thanks a lot”

Santiago Herrera, “A lot more than MBE Q&A: the answers are brief though complete
explanations of the most important concepts. Great fact patterns that clearly show you where to
expect tricks and decoys that will make you trip even when you knew perfectly the theory
required by the question. The answers are clear and they elaborate not only on the correct
answer but also in showing why the other answers were incorrect, while explaining concepts in a
brief but rather complete way.”

Ingersoll1969, “Awesome self-flagellation book for the law student. Awesome self-flagellation
book for the law student. I can't give it five stars though because just to open its pages is to wish
for a opiate-based pain killer.”

Young Yoon, “I would recommend this supplement. There are over 140 questions for each topic,
and these questions are laid out to identify key subtopics outlined in Table of Contents. It's a
tremendous help to strengthen the weak areas of your study. I would recommend this
supplement.”

The book by Kaplan Test Prep has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 42 people have provided feedback.
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